




With the BSP deciding(1) to contest urban local body
polls on party symbol after a gap of over two decades, the
party is camping(2) here to personally monitor(3)
preparations and finalising(4) candidates. No
error(5)

Ans: (4) use ‘finalise’ instead of ‘finalising’

Question : (1)



While some(1) political parties in Goa have expressed
concerns(2) over the impose(3) of GST on ''tiatr'', a
traditional form of theatre(4) but the govt has not
received any representation from any tiatrist or drama
producers in this connection so far.No error(5)

Ans: (3) use ‘imposition’ instead of ‘impose’

Question : (2)



China said the situation in the disputted(1) South China
Sea is moving towards relaxation(2) and asked the
countries outside the area to take note(3) of the positive
progress amid US prodding(4) India to play a larger
role in the Indo-Pacific region.No error(5)

Ans: (1) use ‘disputed’ instead of ‘disputted’

Question : (3)



Global corporate honchos showed an impressive(1)
jump in India's position in the World Bank's ease(2) of
doing business ranking but(3) this act will surely
encourage investment in the country including(4) in
the food processing sector.No error(5)

Ans: (3) use ‘and’ instead of ‘but’

Question : (4)



A local court remanded(1) a journalist who was
arrested from Ghaziabad by the Chhattisgarh Police in
connection with(2) an alleged case of blackmailing and
extortion(3), in police custody till(4) the next hearing.
No error(5)

Ans: (2) use ‘to’ instead of ‘with’

Question : (5)



The security forces have ended a night-long siege(1) at a
Mogadishu hotel by five extremist(2) attackers who
stormed(3) the building after a suicide car bomber
detonated(4) an explosives-laden vehicle at the
entrance gate.No error(5)

Ans: (5) ‘No error’

Question : (6)



The Delhi High Court has denied(1) bail to a woman
accused of strangulating(2) to death her husband,
saying(3) that the evidence in the case clearly
contacts(4) her to the offence.No error(5)

Ans: (4) use ‘connects’ instead of ‘contacts’

Question : (7)



Taking(1) a cue(2) from the civic body of Jaipur, the
Municipal Corporation too(3) is playing the national
anthem at the start of every day and the national song in
the evening at its headquarter(4).No error(5)

Ans: (4) use ‘headquarters’ instead of
‘headquarter’

Question : (8)



Pakistan is seeking(1) a new deal with the US for
acquiring(2) an unspecified number of helicopters for
anti-narcotics(3) operations after returning nine
military chopers(4) it had received in 2002. No
error(5)

Ans: (4) use ‘choppers’ instead of ‘chopers’

Question : (9)



In a path-breaking verdict, the Supreme Court held that
future prospect(1) of a person killed in a road accident
would be considered while awarding(2) compensation
to the dependents and lied(3) down standard criteria for
computation(4) of such claims.No error(5)

Ans: (3) use ‘laid’ instead of ‘lied’

Question : (10)






